
Bryte partners with 
the Maharishi Institute 
to drive sector 
transformation
Dear Valued Customer

As a proudly Southern Africa insurance 
leader, Bryte is committed to identifying and 
maximising real opportunities that create 
sustained impact for the business, the 
insurance industry and the wider economy. 
Remaining steadfast in our quest to facilitate 
transformation and secure the sustainability 
of the region’s insurance industry by growing 
the next generation of sector professionals is 
a key component of this.

We are fully committed to our role in driving 
inclusive sector transformation. In support of our 
aspiration, we have chosen to align with The 
Maharishi Institute (MI) in an innovative B-BBEE 
partnership that delivers shared value for 
ourselves, the sector, our customers, the economy 
and the youth of South Africa.

Our empowerment initiatives remain focused on 
youth development. Accordingly, our decision to 
enter into a B-BBEE partnership with MI – a 
learning institution for historically disadvantaged 
youth aimed at nurturing future leaders – is a 
natural extension of this and builds on our current 
relationship of providing insurance related skills to 
students by our employees.

Why the Maharishi Institute?

MI is a learning institution that offers free education 
to young, previously disadvantaged South Africans. 
It’s education and development programme is 
robust, preparing graduates both academically and 
practically for the work environment.

Students have access to education, study 
materials, workplace experience, counselling, etc. 
and a supportive environment in which they can 
achieve success. What is also very impressive 
about MI, is its unique model. This revolves around 
self-funding, applying a “Learn and Earn" 
philosophy whereby students work while studying 
and pay 'it forward' on their fees account.

The analytical skills, diverse knowledge and 
capabilities graduates build is what acts as a 
significant catalyst in driving business success and 
subsequently local and global economic growth. In 
our bid to build the next generation of successful, 
transformed insurance professionals, we are 
excited to share that several MI students will have 
the opportunity to undergo insurance training at 
Maharishi, through Bryte, on an annual basis.

Why our MI partnership is important

Agile, entrepreneurial mindsets are critical to 
socio-economic progress and we firmly believe 
that facilitating transformation and the entry of 
more young professionals with fresh thinking can 
deliver a multitude of benefits, not just for the 
insurance industry but also for you and our business.

We are committed to an active role in achieving a 
more transformed society – one in which every 
South African is able to participate and benefit – 
and we welcome your support on this journey.

While this is an exciting development within Bryte, 
we wish to emphasise that it does not impact your 
business/you in any way as all policies and agreements 
remain unchanged. That said, should you have any 
questions relating to this partnership, please feel 
free to contact your broker or contact us by:
Visiting our website www.brytesa.com
Emailing us on MIPartnership@brytesa.com 

As an organisation that’s committed to the creation 
of a transformed society, we are pleased to let you 
know that having focused our efforts on our 
Strategic Transformation initiatives relating to skills 
development, socio-economic development, 
employment equity and ownership, we have 
attained a Level 1 B-BBEE rating. 

Best regards,

Edwyn O’Neill

Chief Executive Officer
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